January 9, 2020

To:

All Development Community Members, Consultants and Development Design Professionals

From: Jennifer Buzun, PE
Assistant Stormwater Development Review Supervisor
E-mail: jennifer.buzun@durhamnc.gov
Subject: Revisions to Reference Guide for Development Section 8.6, As-built Program for SCMs

Purpose of Letter to Industry (LTI)
The purpose of this LTI is to advise of revisions to Section 8.6 of the Reference Guide for Development, which
contains as-built requirements for Stormwater Control Measures (SCMs).
Background
The current SCM as-built program, known as the “BMP Certifying Engineer (BCE)” program, was begun in 2006
during the pre-recession boom. At this time, the Stormwater Development Review (SWDR) group had no SCM
construction inspection staff and SWDR had fewer review engineers. The objective was to develop a program
that would motivate engineers to insist on the same SCM as-built quality as SWDR engineers would. Once an
engineer demonstrated via SCM inspection and as-built certification documentation that his/her judgement was
equivalent to SWDR judgement, he/she would be awarded BCE status. This came with a benefit of having BCEcertified as-builts quickly approved by SWDR staff.
In the ensuing years, SWDR found the results of the BMP Certifying Engineer program less than optimum. Also,
experiences with SCMs in failed developments during the recession revealed that it is critical for us to inspect
residential SCMs ourselves to ensure that residential Homeowner Associations don’t “inherit” unfinished or
poorly constructed SCMs from developers. In a positive development, SWDR now has a field technician
available for SCM construction inspections and is more fully staffed with as-built review engineers.
Summary of Changes
The biggest change is that the concept of a BMP Certifying Engineer, and the associated benefit of quick as-built
approval, is being removed and replaced with an equal status for all North Carolina professional engineers
submitting as-builts and equal review for all SCMs. The actual as-built documentation and SCM field conditions
being required for as-built approval are virtually unchanged.
Some requirements that had been introduced over the past few years, such as pre-construction meetings and
key SCM components that must be inspected, are now being formalized.

A more complete list of changes can be found in the attached document “Summary of 2020 Changes to Section
8.6 of the Reference Guide for Development”.
Public Notice
The proposed changes were presented at a quarterly seminar for the development community held on June 13,
2019. Since that date, the presentation slides have been available on the City web site at 13June2019 - NCDOT
Development Approvals; Wetland Spotlight; Good/Bad/Ugly; Section 8.6 of the RGD. At the quarterly seminars,
the Public Works Department presents pertinent information to consultants, the development community and
development design professionals. Seminars are announced via email (300+ addressees) and the City website.
Following a seminar, presentations are placed on the City website.
In addition, the proposed revisions were discussed directly with several consulting engineering companies. No
formal, written feedback was received on the changes. A few informal, verbal comments were received; overall,
the reaction was positive.
Timing
These revisions are effective immediately and apply to SCM as-built documentation not yet submitted to the
Stormwater Development Review group for an initial review. However, since we realize that some as-built
certification packages are in the process of being compiled, the City will allow a grace period until January 24,
2020. Thus, we will accept SCM as-built certification submittals utilizing the previous standards up through this
date.

Attachment:

Summary of 2020 Changes to Section 8.6 of the Reference Guide for Development

Summary of 2020 Changes to Section 8.6 of the Reference Guide for Development
Removed:
 The BMP Certifying Engineer (BCE) Program, including:
o Qualification criteria and process.
o Privileges (near automatic approval of BCE-certified SCMs and as-built certification
documentation).
o Disciplinary actions.
 Why:
o Some BCEs did not exhibit sufficient judgment when certifying SCMs.
o Despite this, Stormwater Development Review staff were reluctant to use additional
disciplinary measures in program:
 6-month “punitive” waiting period to regain status not that onerous.
o Some engineers (such as out-of-town engineers who do little work in Durham) have no
interest in the BCE program.
o Ensures Homeowner Associations (HOAs) don’t “inherit” unfinished or poorly
constructed SCMs, so we are already inspecting all SCMs that will be maintained by
HOAs prior to as-built certification approval, rather than relying solely on the BCE’s
inspection.
o Stormwater Development Review now has a field technician available for construction
inspections.
o Stormwater Development Review now has additional review staff, so each person has
more time to deal with construction or as-built issues.
o Some consulting engineers complained that because they only deal with small
commercial developments, they would never be able to attain BCE status. The BCE
program required at least one successful as-built submittal for an SCM containing an
earthen embankment dam (e.g., a pond or wetland), which small commercial
developments rarely have room for.
Replaced by:
 Regular as-built submittals, with a 10-business day review period (same as construction
drawing review)
 Same submittal process for all as-builts (instead of requiring an in-person meeting for engineers
trying to qualify for BCE status)
 Equal status for all North Carolina professional engineers certifying as-builts
What’s staying the same:
 Virtually the same as-built certification documentation required as under the BCE program, with
exception of the elimination of some unnecessary, burdensome items
 Virtually the same field conditions required for as-built approval
What’s been added or changed:
 Formally lists the steps in the as-built process. This includes the pre-construction meeting,
which we have been requiring for a few years already.
 Format:
o More specific requirements on submittal documentation format, as some engineers were
submitting very disorganized documentation.
o Going to digital only for many of the documentation items (those that we don’t need to
check in the field). This will reduce the hard copy reproduction costs.
o Provided more detail on what we are looking for in complete submittals.














Added a written policy on field changes.
Added a section describing issues that are often the cause of as-built packages not being
approved.
Added a section listing the critical SCM components and requiring that the Stormwater
Development Review SCM Technician be notified prior to the installation of these components.
Explained that these inspections are courtesy inspections to help identify issues and prevent
problems, rather than pass/fail inspections. The critical SCM components and installation
notification were already being discussed at the pre-construction meetings.
Added a section on vegetation establishment – this is a written formalization of the vegetation
standard we’ve always used:
o Covers some issues we frequently see and won’t accept.
o Provides some tips on establishing vegetation.
Moved the submittal time for the geotechnical certification and associated documents up from
as-built submittal to 30 days after dam construction is complete. Often, the time between when
a dam is built for a sedimentation and erosion control device, and when the pond is converted to
the permanent SCM/as-built submittal, can be several years, during which time geotechnical
engineers change, records are lost, etc. This should help prevent future reoccurrences
encountered during the last recession, when a partially constructed facility was abandoned by a
bankrupt developer and no construction documentation was available.
Added to the required documentation a copy of the recorded final plat showing SCM access and
maintenance easement. Engineers sometimes forgot to get this recorded prior to submitting asbuilts, which delayed as-built approval.
Revised the format of the field checklists somewhat, although not the items that need to be
evaluated:
o Got rid of the numerical scoring system – an item is either compliant or it’s not.
o Added a comments field for engineers to type in any additional explanations or
information.
o Requiring the following if the engineer believes an item not meeting minimum
requirements still meets its intended purpose and is therefore acceptable (we have been
informally requiring this for a while):
 A description of how the item not meeting minimum requirements deviates from
the standards and/or approved construction drawings, and
 An explanation of why this deviation is acceptable and how the deviation still
meets the intended purpose behind the requirement.
Added field checklists for permeable pavement, Silva Cells, and underground sand
filter/underground detention combination SCMs, as some projects are starting to use these
SCMs.

